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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Thank you for this invitation! I have been fortunate to work with Nancy who is an extremely high caliber researcher and, human being. Who am I? A coordinator, but have been working in research for two decadesavian medicine (AHT), think outside the boxlater in molecular biology during my MSc at McGill, where I learned how to differentiate precise from accurateand now last 8 years in biopsychosocial research at the JGH.  I currently work in the department of Psychiatry running a myriad of projects -where I met Nancy.We have worked together on projects such as those that investigate maternal mental health and PTSD, and stress in different NICU designs for nurses and parents.In course of all these positions, I realized the importance of being systematic, and a bit unconventional: make the solution fit your situation.today I will present some fairly standard and some home-made solutions to the data collection challenges I have faced. Small caveat-I have numbered the slides, so we can go back to any slide you want in the Q&A



Inspiration

Using tools to ‘get things right’

• Also, do the right things

• In our context – obtain trustworthy and useful data
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
When I first thought about what motivates me, I think of the Checklist manifestoThe book: inspired by a surgeon who was inspired by pilots and other professionals. The plane that landed on the Hudson river, with not one casualty, was the result of adhering to protocol, and using checklists



A research study: moving parts, and moving targets
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Where to begin? When Nancy first asked me to speak, I had trouble imagining which part of the process mattered most. A study has a lot of moving parts, but they are not necessarily linear, as I would argue they are fairly iterative. I chose three main areas, and will describe each area in terms of both manuals or guides, and processes I have used in the lab.



1 : Your Team 
• Communicating
• SOPs
• Scripts, training
• Hiring

2: Participants 
• Approach
• Tracking
• Follow up 

3: Data 
• Scoring &

Data dictionary
• EDC, storage
• Methods 
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
In each of the first THREE areas, I will describe:	- some guides I have created or adapted	- some standard practices in our lab



Communicating: 

1 : Your Team 

 Communicating
SOPs
Scripts, training
Hiring
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Before you begin ANY research project, you need to think about how to centralize communication. I would like to mention a new platform we have been using that some of you know: Slack. 



Communicating: 

Cloud based, digital workspace and data organization platform

Centralize discussions and work, and eliminate  e-mail

Allows for real time conversations among many users

 free, standard, premium
1 : Your Team 

 Communicating
SOPs
Scripts, training
Hiring
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Say Dropbox + FB married. Lets call it a social platform where work happens. For teams over 3 people I highly recommend it. Slack streamlines and centralized communication.It stores and shares data. It allows for communcation between 1, 2 or 100 people. Slack’s moto is ‘where work happens’. I think it is also a place where a lot of chatter happens, but in all fairness, at least it is within your team. Slack has a blog, a multi lingual website, clear information on things such as security, and good customer service. I am not here to sell you Slack, but it has become the FB of our office. 



Channels1

2 Direct Messaging
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
There are two main components to Slack. ** for the purposes of this presentation, I created a RRISIQ Presentation Slack account for freeChannels: anyone can join a channel. 	a) They allow for centralized discussions of topics. 	b) It might be what you previously put in the “SUBJECT’’ line of an e-mail.             	 c) Note-the highlighted blue means I am on the channel, the lit up ‘nicu-paper’ channel means there is new 	information I have not yet read ( someone else may have read this, but not me)            	 d) In the top portion, you can see there are 8 people who can view #journal club and who can use it to read, send 	messages to the group, or post items, such as the paper seen here. 	e) We have one called Non- research fun which allows us to goof around, but officially. 	f) the last study we did had a recruitment channel with NUMBER of participants as we recruited. Very good for morale	2) Direct messaging: these are private	a) you can privately message up to 7 people all together	b) this is more akin to texting



From Slack’s survey of users:  

All images from Slack, https://a.slack-
edge.com/7b00/img/survey/slack_surv
ey_results.pdf
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Advantages; in our lab, it has permitted people to not feel excluded. It results in faster review of documentation and collaborative work.It is easy to navigateIt can be free, or very cheap, especially if you qualify for an educational-non profit discount. * Caveat about finding information. This is the one downfall of Slack. Things get lost in the scrolling up. 

https://a.slack-edge.com/7b00/img/survey/slack_survey_results.pdf


See also a succinct and clear librarian’s evaluation (2018) of Slack: 

Johnson H. A. (2018). Slack. Journal of the Medical Library Association : JMLA, 106(1), 148–151. 
doi:10.5195/jmla.2018.315
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5764588/
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Advantages; in our lab, it has permitted people to not feel excluded. It results in faster review of documentation and collaborative work.It is easy to navigateIt can be free, or very cheap, especially if you qualify for an educational-non profit discount. * Caveat about finding information. This is the one downfall of Slack. Things get lost in the scrolling up. 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5764588/


1 : Your Team 

Communicating
 SOPs
Scripts, training
Hiring
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
So now that you have a way to contact everyone, what does your team need to collect data? In our lab, we create ‘Protocols’ that outline just about every aspect of the recruitment process. 



The main SOP: The Data Collection Protocol 

1 : Your Team 

Communicating
 SOPs
Scripts, training
Hiring

All recruiting staff are given a copy of this document

All staff must agree they have read it 

One copy of this document lives on a Slack channel or other 

accessible network, or is printed and stays in the lab. 

A document that outlines all phases  of  preparing for and collecting data
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
So now that you have a way to contact everyone, what does your team need to collect data? In our lab, we create ‘Protocols’ that outline just about every aspect of the recruitment process. It contains:checklists of things to do before Instructions for participants if necessary resources lists step by step guidesIf necessary- screen shots of how to use EDC platforms 



A small caveat- we are slowly transitioning to digital 
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
In an effort to move to a paper free envionment and as online data collection platforms become easier to use, please note almost all data is now captured using online survey software, so our focus of data collection checklists has moved to online collection access. 



SOPs: The Data Collection Protocol 
1)  Preparation items before recruitment

 Consent forms, ensure Wi-Fi  is working, or your data device is charged
 Call participants to confirm interviews 

2) Resources 
 Contact information of your own team
 Name of investigators 
 List of important resource people at each site, including phone numbers, address 

3) The Rules of engagement 
 Inclusion criteria ( this is its own checklist)
 Procedure for approach 
 Scripts

4) Processes
 How to unlock tablets &  computers;  electronic data capture sign ins , screen shots
 What to do with all forms, which ones matter
 Unexpected situations ( coordinator emergency contact, SAE)
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
They will vary by the kind of research you are doing. We have had 17 page protocols for running a strange separation procedure, or a three page protocol for sending an online survey. These are examples- please note almost all data is now captured using online survey software, so our focus of data collection checklists has moved to online collection access.NB: Walk through(s) of online survey platforms should include screen shots of where to navigate to. *These are only examples*



1 : Your Team 

Communicating
SOPs
 Scripts, training
Hiring
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation




Training: verbal and non verbal communication

Scripts

 Write scripts of what you want to say to participants. You 

will think of things you did not when you imagined 

speaking to them.

Practicing recruitment

 Role play with staff and students1 : Your Team  

Communicating
SOPs                      
 Scripts, training
Hiring
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
We always prepare scripts of how we would recruit participants, you will likely never use them, but it gets you thinking about what you should be saying. This provides for some consistency. We role play recruitment. We also have reviewed recruitment papers in journal club, to talk about best practices. 



Scripts: the verbal

Hello, my name is Stephanie, I am working in collaboration with the doctors and nurses of 
this clinic and a researcher Dr. Nancy Feeley.

Have you heard about our study? Not yet? Then would now be a good time to discuss our 
study underway in the (unit, clinic) to see if you would be interested in participating?  

If no- document if try later, or refusal
If yes- ‘Great, as a first step, lets see if you qualify’

Describe study, why their contribution is valuable
In this study, we wanted to understand the needs of …………..(fill)………………………….

The ask
Would you be interested in participating? Do you want some time to think about it? 

Intro

Gauge Saturation

Eligibility

The sell
Coercion versus 
Informed consent
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Avoiding CoercionAssessing Communication Practice during Clinical Trial Recruitment and Consent: The Clinical Trial Communication Inventory (CTCI) Susan E. Morgan, Amber Finn, Jessica Raley, Wei Peng, Aurora Occa, Soroya Julian McFarlane, Janice Krieger and JoNell E. ://dx.doi.org/10.5772/intechopen.70192 ‘the goal of communication interventions should not simply focus on accrual but rather improve informed decision making by potential participants’.



Train for recruitment- the non verbal
1) Practicing recruitment

 Time to revisit the approach and procedure

 Time to discuss issues such as non-verbal communication.  

Same authors: 
http://dx.doi.org
/10.5772/intecho
pen.70192
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
We role play recruitment- Tell story of tall RA, who did not sitDoing this in a training environment removes the pressure!  We also have reviewed recruitment papers in journal club, to talk about best practices.Assessing Communication Practice during Clinical Trial Recruitment and Consent: The Clinical Trial Communication Inventory (CTCI) Susan E. Morgan, Amber Finn, Jessica Raley, Wei Peng, Aurora Occa, Soroya Julian McFarlane, Janice Krieger and JoNell E. Potter http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/intechopen.70192



1 : Your Team 

Communicating
SOPs
Scripts, training
 Hiring
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Hiring
From within your team

Volunteers

Referrals from other researchers

Career and Placement Services

 Free service
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
My first choice is usually to offer positions to people within my team, e.g., promote a volunteer. Why? They know your study, inside and out. Also, they have been working for free, so a paid job is a big step up.It can be a challenge to hire :�when do I start? – not sureWhen do I end?- not sureWhats my schedule- ummm…we don’t know yet. Referalls-> studies end, and people need a new job!Other sources include CAPS- most institutions have a free online placement service



Hiring

McGill U de M UQAM CONCORDIA

https://www.mcgill.ca/cap
s/employers/hire

http://www.cesar.umontre
al.ca/emploi/employeur/in
dex.htm

https://vie-
etudiante.uqam.ca/emplo
yeur/nouvelles-et-
ressources.html

https://excel.concordia.ca/
employers/login-page.htm
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
You can cross post!

https://www.mcgill.ca/caps/employers/hire
http://www.cesar.umontreal.ca/emploi/employeur/index.htm
https://vie-etudiante.uqam.ca/employeur/nouvelles-et-ressources.html
https://excel.concordia.ca/employers/login-page.htm


1 : Your Team 
 Communicating
 SOPs
 Scripts, training
 Hiring

2: Participants 
• Approach
• Tracking
• Follow up 

3: Data 
• Scoring &

Data dictionary
• EDC, storage
• Methods 
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
So, your team has the basics covered. Moving on to the participants, I believe this is one of the most difficult areas to not fall into a rabbit hole.Indeed, I should have made this cog BIGGER. 



Recruitment: the approach 

2: Participants 

 Approach
Tracking
Follow up  
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
So, your staff is trained, you have a system to communicate, and a working protocol.You start recruiting. Qualitative or Quantitative, perhaps most useful for larger studies.The first step is the approach This is an example of a WORD document. There are now automated  systems that do this (e.g. IMS)- where you work off a tablet. Automated systems are still not perfect…These numbers are amalgamated and put onto an EXCEL. This sheet represents one you might use in a large study, where many people are recruited each day. Why keep these records?Yield of recruitment (feasibility)Your IRB is going to want to know, each year, how many people have been recruited (recruitment may only start 11 months after approval )You need to plan your staff time, and end of recruitment window for the site personnelYour granting agency is going to want to know about feasibilityI have inserted an arrow between where the recruiter asked them if they are willing to listen to 4 screening questions and determined eligibility ( vaginal birth, married…etc) and when they pitch the study and have an answer. **Sometimes you will never approach people who are ineligible, for example, if you are doing a chart review ahead of time. 



 Yes

No (declined study)

 Thinking about it

Recruitment: approached (potential) participants

Source: totalimageconsultants.com/blog/2013/10/04/dressing-someone-else/
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Qualitative or Quantitative, perhaps most useful for larger studies.Yes responders- need to administer data collection surveys, interviews No responders- need to be sure you know WHO they are so you do not bother them again and WHY they say no (in case you can fix it) and Not yet eligible or on the Fence – need to follow them closely – an example of where an automated system would not capture this person.

https://totalimageconsultants.com/blog/2013/10/04/dressing-someone-else/


Recruitment: approached
Consort Diagram 
(THE DREAM)
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250

249

249

248

247

Approached: N = 250

Eligible 

Agreed

phase 1

phase 2

End of Study at 6 
months

Refused: 1

Dropout: 0

Dropout: 1 • Moved to 
Australia

• UnreachableDropout: 1

Yield = 99%

• Knows the 
researcher

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
This is where your approached form takes you to. The eligibility screening form captures this stage of your project. Often, there are vast amounts of documents in relation to the screening and eligibility, that are no longer necessary for the smaller, net amount of ‘Agreed’You likely approached 1000 to get 250



2: Participants 
Approach
 Tracking
Follow up  
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Qalitative or Quantitative, perhaps most useful for larger studies.Tracking can be COMPLEX. IN many cases, tracking includes keeping tabs on participants as they move through studies.



Participants- tracking through study
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250

249

249

248

247

Approached: N = 250

Eligible 

Agreed

phase 1

phase 2

End of Study at 6 
months

Refused: 1

Dropout: 0

Dropout: 1 • Moved to 
Australia

• UnreachableDropout: 1

Yield = 99%

2: Participants 
Approach
 Tracking
Follow up  

• Knows the 
researcher

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Tracking In this example I am only using an example of people that have been recruited, and that are being followed. There are more complex studies that follow people who come into recruitment windows- beyond the scope of this presentation.  Almost all tracking sheets I have ever seen, use EXCEL



Participants- tracking through study
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ID Date 
Recruited

Questionnaire 
package  
phase 1

Due to be 
discharged

2-4 weeks 
between 
Q1 and 2?

Questionnaire 
package      
phase 2 

Discharged Notes

1001-SR 2019-02-05 2019-02-05 2019-03-01 Yes 2019-03-01 2019-06-11

Discharged much later 
than expected. Check if 
still qualifies for follow up 
portion at 6 months 

1002-RU 2019-02-06 2019-02-07 2019-04-01 Yes 2019-04-01 2019-04-02

1003-AB 2019-02-15 2019-02-15 ? No 2019-02-17

1004-CD 2019-02-15 2019-02-15 2019-03-07 Yes

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Tracking in EXCEL (or online platform)In this example I am only using an example of people that have been recruited, and that are being followed. Excel is able to calculate dates for things that are due, it can carry information into other sheets of the same workbook, it can create tables where you can sort by words, or even colours. There are more complex studies that follow people who come into recruitment windows- beyond the scope of this presentation. This looks clean at this phase, but when you reach 250 people, with a mix of information, tracking becomes a challenge. 


Sheet1

		ID		Date Recruited		Questionnaire package  phase 1		Due to be discharged		2-4 weeks between Q1 and 2?		Questionnaire package      phase 2 		Discharged		Notes

		1001-SR		2/5/19		2/5/19		3/1/19		Yes		3/1/19		6/11/19		Discharged much later than expected. Check if still qualifies for follow up portion at 6 months 

		1002-RU		2/6/19		2/7/19		4/1/19		Yes		4/1/19		4/2/19

		1003-AB		2/15/19		2/15/19		?		No				2/17/19

		1004-CD		2/15/19		2/15/19		3/7/19		Yes









2: Participants 
Approach
Tracking
 Follow up  
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Why are you following up with participants? Lots of reasons



2: Participants 
Approach
Tracking
 Follow up  

Participants: tracking at or past end of study

Source: pixabay.com 29

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Why are you following up with participants? As a final step in a study, to see how they are. to provide some compensation ($$). These services have some very user friendly and useful customer tracking platforms. to send them a resume of the study findings, or, re-recruit them for another study!!!



Following up:
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Most Standard Consent Forms include this clause at the end. I can promise you this, if you do not include it, two things are going to happen:You will have a great idea about another study or piece of a studyYou will have to amend to add it.



Careful tracking is perhaps    
one of the biggest 
data collection concerns

Tracking
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
There is no substitution for rigorous tracking of your participants, and potential participants. Don’t miss opportunities to find out what is, and what is NOT workingIf you are not careful at this step, your data and yield will suffer



Participants
Consort Diagram 
THE (semi) 
REALITY
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275

100

107

88

55

Approached: N = 250

Eligible (25 extra?)

Agreed

Completed phase 1(7 extra?)

phase 2

follow-up

Yield = 22%

Missed: 100

• Don’t like the study
• Too time consuming
• Say they never 

received the survey
• Never got gift card, 

refuses follow up. 
• “Other” (?)

• Not interested
• Have to ask partner
• Doesn’t like research

• Left with consent form!
• Hung up the phone
• Went for coffee
• Thinking about it

Think they are already 
in study (N = 6)??

Was just accompanying the patient, 
thought it would be fun to be in a study

Dropout: 19

Dropout: 32

Refused: 75

Withdrawn: 1



1 : Your Team 
 Communicating
 SOPs
 Scripts, training
 Hiring

2: Participants 
 Approach
 Tracking
 Follow up  

• Scoring &
Data dictionary

• EDC, storage
• Methods 

3: Data 
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Ok from the human to the digital..



Scoring 

 Scoring &
Data dictionary
EDC- Storage
Methods

3: Data 
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
You have collected data!! The reward for the hard work, so much to look at…..And yet, there is still so much to do with it. Let’s start with giving the answers from your participants their scores.



Scoring Manual

Reference document, created in house 

1) A table of contents
2) A table with an overview if you have many measures at many different 
time points

3) Each measure :
 Official  Name 
 Construct being measured
 Range of scores
 Clinical Cut-offs
 Description of the measure
 Scoring of all items
 Calculation of sum scores and subscales
 References for reliability and validity
 Populations it is used in

https://blog.rjmetrics.com/2017/01/19/building-maintaining-a-master-data-dictionary-part-two/ 35

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
What IS a scoring manual:A scoring manual is a collection of individual tables or pages, that cumulatively describe all your measures, and what to “do” to interpret them. A scoring manual is the accumulation of a lot of work on your part.After reading the literature relating to the measure in question and it’s psychometric properties, you have to create a synthesis of the information. 	By doing this, when you proceed to the step of data interpretation, you are ready. Scoring manuals are useful for reports, manuscripts, and for database creation and data analysis. 	The form can easily be shared and indeed, researchers may share their manuals, or sheets from their manuals.** I could have suggested this is the first step in the organization of your study, it would also be logical.*



Data: ‘What’s the score?’ ?

ID EPDS 1 EPDS 2 EPDS 3 EPDS 4 EPDS 5 EPDS 6 EPDS 7 EPDS 8 EPDS 9 EPDS10 EPDS TOTAL 
1001-SR 1 0 1 2 2 0 3 1 3 0
1002-UR 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
1003-AB 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1
1004-CD 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0
1005-EF 3 3 1 1 2 3 1 2 3 3
1006-EG 3 3 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 0
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Imagine you have a questionnaire, and you need to understand what the value in the cell means, and what the sum of these values might also mean.This slide shows the EPDS, the Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale


Sheet1

		ID		EPDS 1		EPDS 2		EPDS 3		EPDS 4		EPDS 5 		EPDS 6		EPDS 7		EPDS 8		EPDS 9		EPDS10		EPDS TOTAL 

		1001-SR		1		0		1		2		2		0		3		1		3		0

		1002-UR		0		0		0		1		1		1		1

		1003-AB		2		2		1		1		0		0		0		0		1		1

		1004-CD		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		1		0

		1005-EF		3		3		1		1		2		3		1		2		3		3

		1006-EG		3		3		0		0		0		0		1		2		2		0







Scoring Manual 
Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale (EPDS) 
 

NAME of MEASURE: Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale (EPDS)    

CONSTRUCT MEASURED: Maternal Depression 

SCORES OBTAINED: Not at risk or at risk for depression (Dichotomous outcome) 

THEORETICAL RANGE:   0-30 

INTERPRETATION / CUT-OFF: Respondents who score 12 and above are classified as at risk for a depressive disorder.  If used as a community 
screener, 10 and above is used. 

Higher Scores = Greater Symptoms 

MEANINGFUL CLINICAL CHANGE:  Score would change from above the cut-point to below the cut-point, or the reverse 

 

DESCRIPTION OF MEASURE:  

• This 10-item scale designed to screen for postpartum depression in community samples has also been used in follow up studies up to 4 
years postpartum. 

SCORING:  

• The items are rated on a scale from 0 to 3, and refer to symptoms experienced in the past 7 days. (Response schemes vary by 
question) 

• Items 3, 5-10 are reverse scored. 
• Sum scores for the 10 items to generate a total score 
• Total score of 12 or higher are in clinical range = at risk for depression, referred for help. 

RELIABILITY: 

• The split-half reliability of the scale is 0.88, and the standardized alpha coefficient is 0.87.   

VALIDITY: 

• In validation studies, using a cut score of 12, the EPDS was found to have a sensitivity of 68% to 95%, and a specificity of 78% to 96%, 
when compared to a diagnosis of major depression made by psychiatric interview.  

Cox, J.L., Chapman, G., Murray, D., & Jones, P. (2003).Validation of the Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale (EPDS) in non-postnatal 
women.Journal of Affective Disorders, 39, 185-189.Cox, J.L., J.M. Holden, and R. Sagovsky, Detection of postnatal depression: development of 
the 10-item Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale.The British Journal of Psychiatry, 1987.150: p. 782-786. 

 

A common measure of 
depression: EPDS

Use these 
scores to create 

Database

Calculate the 
reliability of your own 

sample to compare

We recently added a 
new section to our 

scoring manual- similar 
populations to our own 
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
So you need to turn to your scoring manual for: Items for each scale or subscale, possible responses, and scoring range,as potential scoring range helps with identifying errors in data coding or dataimportant to know reverse-coded items and what the directionof the scores mean (e.g., are higher scores better/worse, more/less frequent)


[bookmark: _Toc291080731][bookmark: _Toc352313498]Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale (EPDS)



NAME of MEASURE: Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale (EPDS)			

CONSTRUCT MEASURED: Maternal Depression

SCORES OBTAINED: Not at risk or at risk for depression (Dichotomous outcome)

THEORETICAL RANGE:   0-30

INTERPRETATION / CUT-OFF: Respondents who score 12 and above are classified as at risk for a depressive disorder.  If used as a community screener, 10 and above is used.

Higher Scores = Greater Symptoms

MEANINGFUL CLINICAL CHANGE:  Score would change from above the cut-point to below the cut-point, or the reverse



DESCRIPTION OF MEASURE: 

· This 10-item scale designed to screen for postpartum depression in community samples has also been used in follow up studies up to 4 years postpartum.

SCORING: 

· The items are rated on a scale from 0 to 3, and refer to symptoms experienced in the past 7 days. (Response schemes vary by question)

· Items 3, 5-10 are reverse scored.

· Sum scores for the 10 items to generate a total score

· Total score of 12 or higher are in clinical range = at risk for depression, referred for help.

RELIABILITY:

· The split-half reliability of the scale is 0.88, and the standardized alpha coefficient is 0.87.  

VALIDITY:

· In validation studies, using a cut score of 12, the EPDS was found to have a sensitivity of 68% to 95%, and a specificity of 78% to 96%, when compared to a diagnosis of major depression made by psychiatric interview. 

Cox, J.L., Chapman, G., Murray, D., & Jones, P. (2003).Validation of the Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale (EPDS) in non-postnatal women.Journal of Affective Disorders, 39, 185-189.Cox, J.L., J.M. Holden, and R. Sagovsky, Detection of postnatal depression: development of the 10-item Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale.The British Journal of Psychiatry, 1987.150: p. 782-786.





Data: ‘What’s the score?’ 9

ID EPDS 1 EPDS 2 EPDS 3_R EPDS 4 EPDS 5 EPDS 6 EPDS 7 EPDS 8 EPDS 9 EPDS10 EPDS TOTAL 
1001-SR 1 0 1 2 2 0 3 1 3 0 13
1002-UR 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 .
1003-AB 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 8
1004-CD 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 4
1005-EF 3 3 1 1 2 3 1 2 3 3 22
1006-EG 3 3 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 0 11
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
So, now you know to reverse certain items ( i.e., 0->3 and  1->2 and  2->1 and 3-> 0)And that some of your participants may need referral to mental health services as they endorse either suicidality ( item 10) or a Total score over 12.  


Sheet1

		ID		EPDS 1		EPDS 2		EPDS 3_R		EPDS 4		EPDS 5 		EPDS 6		EPDS 7		EPDS 8		EPDS 9		EPDS10		EPDS TOTAL 

		1001-SR		1		0		1		2		2		0		3		1		3		0		13

		1002-UR		0		0		0		1		1		1		1								.

		1003-AB		2		2		1		1		0		0		0		0		1		1		8

		1004-CD		1		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		1		0		4

		1005-EF		3		3		1		1		2		3		1		2		3		3		22

		1006-EG		3		3		0		0		0		0		1		2		2		0		11







Adjunct to scoring manual: data dictionary
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
This is a complement to the scoring manual, as it provides a simple and clear description of what you see on your data, in each cell. A data dictionary is helpful for demographic information, as it is not usually described in the scoring manualE.g: female: 0, Male:1 



Data Dictionary
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
All your measures can be their own tab
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Electronic Data Capture and Storage

Scoring &
Data dictionary
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Methods
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
I feel like the little guy in the middle here, =Capture AND Safe storage  has become a big issue



• Growing Tendency to EDC
• Send surveys, capture data
• Speed
• Access to data
• Accuracy
• Database export

Electronic Data Capture
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Why ? Because so much data collection is now happening electronicallyI am not talking about ELECTRONIC HEALTH record platforms. What are the benefits of an EDC system?Newer systems allow for participants to be tracked right from the get-go, on the platform- a replacement of many sheets of paper. Consent forms, email invites and reminders all centralized. Speed of data entry (time= money)Quicker Access to DataAlso:Accuracy. EDC systems CAN ( but do not necessarily) improve data quality. E.g: There are options to add constraints on a form that prevent inaccurate or illogical values from being entered. Compliance. What are common features of an EDC system?Participant tracking, Data Export



EDC: challenges

1) Learning how to navigate the 
system, invest money and time

2) Your participants need to be  
EDC comfortable

3) Your REB is going to have LOTS 
of technical questions for you, 
especially about the security of 
your data.
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Some pit fallsAbout your REB- beyond the scope of this presentation!! Ask the company you are working with to help you, and be as detailed and clear as possible about where data goes, and who sees it. 



Security: locked up, backed up
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SAFE DATA STORAGE

Password protected file

Password protected computer (work) 

Network drive at your institution*

Network institution servers backup at 
remote sites with firewalls and anti-virus

Hard drive in office password protected

Mobile apps produced for research

Paper in a locked cabinet, in office

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Your data is ‘in a relationship’, and it’s complicated. In the digital age, getting hacked, or accidentally releasing information, might happen. Locked used to be: one key to office door, one key to filing cabinet. SAFE also means you have a participant registry that is kept separate from the answers to all questionnaires. It may be called the ‘key’.Data is not supposed to ‘leave the institution’. With inter-disciplinary teams, work from home, students, on site transfer of information for recruitment ,this model is hard to maintain. This has caused a while bunch of legal issues in relation to storage and data sharing between researchers. 



Security: locked up, backed up
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SAFE DATA STORAGE RISKY DATA STORAGE

Password protected file Hard drive of personal computer at 
home

Password protected computer (work) USB key outside of office

Network drive at your institution* Some cloud servers*

Network institution servers backup at 
remote sites with firewalls and anti-virus

Google Calendar, forms

Hard drive in office password protected Slack*

Mobile apps produced for research

Paper in a locked cabinet, in office *= may be ok, the jury is out

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Your data is ‘in a relationship’, and it’s complicated. In the digital age, getting hacked, or accidentally releasing information, might happen. Locked used to be: one key to office door, one key to filing cabinet. Data is not supposed to ‘leave the institution’. With inter-disciplinary teams, work from home, students, on site transfer of information for recruitment ,this model is hard to maintain. This has caused a while bunch of legal issues in relation to RISKY DATA STORAGEHard drive of personal computer at homeUSB key outside of officeSome cloud serversGoogle Calendar, formsSlack**= may be ok
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Master Methods

Source:pinterest.com 48

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
So, the last thing I would advise you is this: Write all of this down. Create a Master Methods document. It has everything, in brief. As if you were writing the methods scetion of a  paper of your The day you started EG: RRISSIQ Lunch Participants  Lunch visitors were recruited for a longitudinal study on …A community sample of men (n=4,000) and women (n=290) was recruited from site 1 (men =276), (women…  Eligibility criteriaEligibility criteria include being 18 years of age or older… Exclusion criteriaMen and women were excluded if they had their own lunch.  Attrition (drop outs) Participants dropped out at various points during this study due to…The final sample of XXX completed the study Recruitment began July 2018 and ended in Sept 2019Data collection began in July of 2018 and ended in May2020.Consort diagramEthical ConsiderationsMen who endorsed symptoms of depression … All participants provided informed consent for themselves and their children.  Procedures  Lunchers were introduced to the research assistant by a staff member and asked if the study could be explained to them. Those who agreed to participate signed consent forms and filled questionnaires as follows… DNA Saliva Collection looking for lunch residueDNA was obtained from saliva samples for…Mothers provided saliva by spitting into the OrageneTM OG-500 collection kit until 2 mL of saliva was obtained; we used the OrageneTM OG-250 for the lunch crew… Samples were then stored in at -80ºC. Compensation�



Thank you for your attention!
srobins@jgh.mcgill.ca
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Communication: Slack certifications

And more Bloopers next slide
50



Scoring Bananamanual

 

Banana Ripeness Scale 
  

NAME of MEASURE: Banana Ripeness Scale (BRS)                   

CONSTRUCT MEASURED: The ripeness of bananas  

SCORES OBTAINED: The extent to which a minion perceives the ripeness of a banana   

THEORETICAL RANGE: Raw Scores from 1-4 

INTERPRETATION / CUT-OFF: 

● This measure has no validated cut offs nor meaningful clinical change 
● A greater score indicates a riper banana.  

DESCRIPTION OF MEASURE: 

● This 4-item scale is designed to measure perceived ripeness of bananas  
 

SCORING: 

● The four items ask respondents to appraise the ripeness  
● Each item is rated on a Likert-type scale from 0 (“not ripe”) to 4 (“banana bread ready”).  
● To obtain the total score: Reverse score items 2 and 3, and then sum across all four 

items.  
 

RELIABILITY: 

● Gru et al. demonstrated test-retest reliability in a sample of Canadian bananas.  
 
VALIDITY: 

● According to Gru et al. (2019), the BRS has demonstrated strong criterion validity 
measured against banana chlorophyll content.   
 

REFERENCES : Gru, F. (2019). Evaluating the psychometric properties of the Banana Ripeness 
Scale. Journal of Minion Health, 385-396. 
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Banana Ripeness Scale

 

NAME of MEASURE: Banana Ripeness Scale (BRS)                 	

CONSTRUCT MEASURED: The ripeness of bananas 

SCORES OBTAINED: The extent to which a minion perceives the ripeness of a banana  

THEORETICAL RANGE: Raw Scores from 1-4

INTERPRETATION / CUT-OFF:

· This measure has no validated cut offs nor meaningful clinical change

· A greater score indicates a riper banana. 

DESCRIPTION OF MEASURE:

· This 4-item scale is designed to measure perceived ripeness of bananas 



SCORING:

· The four items ask respondents to appraise the ripeness 

· Each item is rated on a Likert-type scale from 0 (“not ripe”) to 4 (“banana bread ready”). 

· To obtain the total score: Reverse score items 2 and 3, and then sum across all four items. 



RELIABILITY:

· Gru et al. demonstrated test-retest reliability in a sample of Canadian bananas. 



VALIDITY:

· According to Gru et al. (2019), the BRS has demonstrated strong criterion validity measured against banana chlorophyll content.  



REFERENCES : Gru, F. (2019). Evaluating the psychometric properties of the Banana Ripeness Scale. Journal of Minion Health, 385-396.
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